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SUMMARY

A new method to simulate soil-structure interaction e飽cts in shaking table tests has been presented recently by the authors･ In the

method,analog circuits or digital slgnal processors are used to produce soil-fToundation interaction motions in real time. Their

expressions of soil-structure interaction motionsare based on published rigorousfomulations of impulse response functions of

foundations resting on or embedded in homogeneous or layered soils of semi-infinite extents. This paper introduces in its flrSt half

the method f♭r simulating soil-structure interaction effects in shaking table tests and some pleCeS Of contrivance for better control of

shaking tables. The latter half then describes a simple example of soil-structure interaction simulations uslng the present method･

1. INTRODUCTION

Such devastating events as Sounth-Hyogo Earthquake of 1995

seem to have stimulated a sharp rise in demand for huge

shaking tables that allow models weighing fわr example more

than thousand tons to be tested. Shaking tables are usually so

driven by servo-hydraulic actuators that they fわllow closely

Input Seismic motions. However, a shaking table, when heavily

loaded with a stmcture model to be tested, interacts with the

model, and this interaction o洗en causes the table's motion to

deviate from the intended time history. Recent advances in

slgnaトprocesslng technology have certainly enhanced

controllability of shaking tables to a great extent,and yet, the

motions of a table are often required to be adjusted, through

iterative trials, to the intended base motions by modifying the

Input time histories. Generally, the larger a table is, the more

difficult it is for the table to be controlled at will.

A large table with improved perfわrmance is certainly a

necessityin many earthquake-related researches. However,

faithful reproduction offree-field ground motions on the table

may not necessarily be adequate, because actual structures

interact with their fわundations and the surrounding soils in real

earthquakes, causlng the ground motions at the stmctures'bases

to deviate from the Bee-field ground motions. This dynamic

interaction is a phenomenon associated with the influx and

efnux of energy which is generated by the earthquake excitation

and transmitted through the soil-structure interface. It is noted
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that the diffTerence between the innuxand efnux is exactly the

energy stored upwithin a structure, and thus, is closely related

to the extent of damage to the stmcture. If this interaction

effects are rationally simulated in shaking table tests, One will

obtain necessary pleCeS Of infTormation fわr interpreting failure

processes of prototype structures in tems of energy.

Konagai and Nogami (1997-1998b) have recently developed

a method to produce soil-structure interaction elrects in a

shaking table test on a stmcture model, Without uslng physical

ground model. In their method, soil-structure interaction effTects

are simulated by adding appropriate soil-structure interaction

motions to the Bee-fleld ground motions at the shaking table.

Their expressions of soiトstructure interaction motions are based

on published rigorous formulations of nexibilityfunctions

and/or impulse response functions offoundations resting on or

embedded h homogeneous or layered soils of semi-infinite

extents. In general, radiation damplng Will cause the total

damplng Of a soil-structure system to be greater thanthat of the

stmcture itsel£ Thus, incorporation of soiトstmcture interaction

effects in a shaking table testwill lead to reducing the demands

on the capacityof the shake table, and the structure model may

not necessarily be shaken too fわrcibly. However, real-time

adjustment of the shaking table's motion is definitely a

prerequisite for the present method,and one cannot do it

through iterative trials.

This paper introduces in its first half the method fTor

simulating soiトstructure interaction e飴cts in shaking table tests
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Figure 1 Simulation of soil-structure interaction on a shaking

tab16

and some pieces Of contrivance for better control of shaking

tables. The latter half then describes a simple example of soil-

structure interaction simulations uslng the present method.

2. PRESENT METHOD

In the present method, a shaking table's motion is controlled

directly fbllowlng the actual process of soil-stmcture interaction.

FigⅦre 1 shows a schematic view of the set-up ln a Shaking

table test for earthquake simulation, in which a superstructure

model is placed directly on the table without a physical ground

model. Only sway and rocking motions of the table are

considered herein just for the sake of simple explanation. The

soil-structure interaction efrTects are simulated by adding

appropriate soil-structure interaction motions to the fTree-fleld

ground motions at the shaking table. In the simulation, first, the

transducers at the base of the fわundation pick up the signals of

the base fわrces pr　and pe in sway and rocking motions,

respectively. These twoamplified signals are then applied to a

pair ofsignal converters Hx,rand H.,e to produce the signal

corresponding to the sway motion u～x induced by the dynamic

response of the structure model itself. Simultaneously, the other

palr Of converters Ho,X　and He,e produces output

corresponding to the rocking motion, u～e I The output signals

u～,and u～eare then added to the signals offree-field motions,

〟∫　and　〟β , to produce the slgnals of fわundation motions,

ux + u～x and ue + u～e A The signalsarefinally translated into the

shaking table motions by the shaking table controller T.

The slgnal converters Hx,X, Hr,C, He,X　and He,e are

essential in the present method. It is noted here that the impulse

response　functions fわr sway　and rocking motions of a
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mat fわundation
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Figure 2　Equivalent sprlng-damper system supportlng a

rigid mat foundation

foundation restlng On Or embedded in a soil medium are closely

approximated by linear combinations of exponentially decaying

sineand/or cosine functions; the fact has been proved in some

published works (Veletsos, A. S.and Verbic, B. 1974, Meek

and Wolf 1992a･1993b, Konagaiand Nogami 199711998b).

Since these basicfunctionsand/or their linearCombinations are

easily generated by both AAAIog circuitsand digital sigAAl

processors (DSP), these devices canbe used as the signal

converters.

Real-time adjustment of a shaking table's swayand rocking

motions respectively to ux +ux　and ue +u～o is definitely a

prerequisite for the present method. Shking tables, however,

do not fわllow closely the intended time histories. In general, the

transfbrfunction, T , of a shaking table system permits the

transmission of signals with frequencies below a certain cutoff

value with little attenuation. But even below this limit of

frequency, a slgnal is delayed approximately a certain time At.

The e飴ct of this time delay canbe compensated, in prlnCiple,

just by multiplying all the transfTerfunctions of the above-

mentioned converters Hx,X, Hx,C, He,rand He,o by T-1･

This manlpulation, however, Sometimes causes the present

system to be conditionally unstable. In order to provide a clear

perspective of the effect of this delay At , the flexibility

function Hx,x of a rigid foundation m restlng On an elastic

semi-infinite half space of soil (Figure 2) is examined.

According to Meek and Wolf (1992a), the rigorous soil stiffness

for sway motion of this foundation is closely approximated by

the stifhess of a simple spring-damper system (Voigt model) as

illustrated in Figure 2･ Theflexibilityof the fわundation thus

canbe described in the &equency domain as:

Hx,X芸

k -a)2m+ ialC
(1)

where, kand c = equlValent sprlng and damplng COnStantS Of

the soil stifhess, respectively, i= Jj,and a'- circular

&equency.

Below the cutoff&equency, the transfer function T(a)) of

the Shaking table system is simply approximated as:

T = e-'a''At
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Figure 3　Transfbrfunction ofa shaking table

The compensation of the effect of T can be made by modifying

Hx,x to Hx,r I T-I, which is written as:

t'LVIAt

Hx,X ･T-I -
k-a12m+iaIC

and is approximated for smaller values of Atand a) as:

Hx,X ･T-1 =
k -a12(m-Am)+ia'(C-Ac)

(3)

(4)

where,　Am=C･Atand Ac= k･At　　　　　(5a), (5b)

Equation (4) clearly shows that the above-mentioned

manlPulation of Hx,, leads to subtraction of Amand Ac from

the mass mand damplng constant C Of the soil-foundation

system respectively･ In order for the signal converter Hr,r ･ T-1

to produce a stable slgnal, Amand Ac should be smaller than

m and c ,andthiscallsfbr:

坐-4方等<1,and坐-空く. (6a,,(6b,
m c tc

with tc -C/kand t｡ - 27rJ言行　　　(6C), (6d)

The parameter tc IS referred to as "time constant" that describes

the decaylng rate Ofa damped oscillation,and to is the period

of the oscillation. In many cases of soil-stmcture interaction
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realities, the conditions described by inequalities (6a)and (6b)

are satisfied,and thus, the present method canbe used without

causlng any Serious troubles.

However, time delay AJ must be minimized to some possible

extent when inequalities (6a)and (6b)are not satisfied. One

possible way is to increase the galn Of a servo-amplifier that

produces compensatory slgnal for deviation from the intended

time history of the shaking table's motion･ Fipre 3 shows one

typical performance of a servo-amplifier. This servo-amplifier

was installed inanexisting shaking table system whose transfTer

function T has a noticeably low limit offrequency transmission.

Below this cut-off&equency, the time delay At is about 0.04 S

(phase lag ≡ 15o at lHz) as indicated by the cuⅣe connecting

solid circles labeled "P - 0 " in the legend of this figure. The

parameter P designates the gain of the servo-amplifler,and

thus, FigⅦre　3　clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of

increasing the gain P in both increasing the cut-off&equency

and decreaslng the time delay. This manipulation, however,

narrows the margin fわr the table's unstable cluttering caused by

the fluctuation of the signal that echoes throughthe closed loop

f♭r the servo･contro1.

3. EXAMPLE OF SIMULATIONS OF SOIL-STRUCTURE

INTERACTION EFFECT

In order to provide a proper perspective on the usefulness of the

present method, a simple example of simulations of soiレ

structure interaction effects is introduced herein. A rigid

cylindrical block is assumed to be put on a rigid and circular

mat fわundation resting on a semi-in丘nite half medium of soil

(Figure 48). The dimensions of both the prototype blockand

foundation are listed in TAble 1, whereas TAtlle 2 shows the

parameters fTor the soil medium. The coefficient of舟iction

between the blockand the foundation is set at 0.2. According to

the approach by Meek and Wolf (1992a-1993b), the soil

supporting a circular mat foundation is idealizedfor each

degree of fTreedom as a truncated semi-infinite cone (Figure 4b)

with its own apex height zo･ The apex ratio zo/ro, or the

openlng angle of the cone is determined by equating the static

stifhess coefficient of the disk on the semi-infinite soil half-

space to that of the co汀eSpOnding cone: whereas the wave

propagatlng through the cone with the velocity v dominates the

stifhess within the considerably high&equency range. For a

translational cone, the velocityv is found identical to the shear

wave velocity　vT,and the unit impulse response function

hr,.(i) is obtained as:

J>O

J<0

2

whe,e, k=P･ilVT ･方ro ,旦一生and

Zo C Zo
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a Rigid block on mat foundation b translational cone

Figure 4　Rigid block put on a rigid mat fToundation

resting on a semi-in丘nite soil medium

TABLE 1 DIMENSIONS OF BLOCK AND FOUNDATION

mass radius 血ei

｣　と圭9;虹......._.止㌫=‥‥;==:==;I:===‥:==!=二==9===淵

∴at foundation
mas s radi us he i

1.4×106kg ll m l･6m

TABLE 2　MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOm

shear wave veloci

1.6×103 kdm3

Poisson's ratio

100 m/S

2-;(2-V) (8a), (8b), (8C)

with V - Poisson's ratio. Equation (7) is noticed to be identical

to the unit-impulse response function of a simple sprlng-damper

system in FigⅦre 2･ A model of the soil-structure system is then

prepared by reducing the parameters, m, k and c to the unifわrm

scale of I to 105･ since the ratio of these parameters is kept

unchanged, the time scale is not changed at all.

FigtLre 5 shows the model put on a shaking table･ The steel

block in the middle is the model of the rigid block,and the

shaking table itself virtually represents the motion of the mat

foundation on the semi-infinite soil half-space. The block is put

not directly on the shaking table but on aflat steel plate

supported by fわur stiff upright legs with strain gages pasted on

them. These gages pick up the base shear fbrce舟om the block.

The surface of the steel plate is covered upwith a sheet of teflon

that reduces　&ictional resistance to the intended extent.An

impulse which is shown later in Figure 6 is glVen tO the shaking

table as an lnput mOtion　〟∫ ･ The test was also conducted fわr

the above block model put on the rigid base･ Figure 6 shows

time histories of both the displacement of the shaking table and

the distance that the block has slipped. Dotted lines in this

figure show the motions without the interaction effTect being

taken into account, whereas thick lines show the motions

affected by the soil-structure (foundation-block) interaction.
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Figure 5　Block model on shakingtable

0.1　　　　0.2　　　　0.3　　　　0.4

Time (see)

Figure 6　Displacement of shaking table and

distance that block has slipped

Inco叩Oration of the soil-stmcture interaction leads to slight

increase in the duration of the base motion and drastic decrease

of the distance that the block has slipped. The mass of the block

is the direct cause of the increase in the duration of the base

motion, and the decrease of the sliding distance is closely linked

with the increase of the energy that has dissipated as outwardly

propagating waves into the virtually spreading soil medium.

The present method allows both innux Einpu,and efnux

Edl･S3.,Pa,ed Of energy through the foundation to be measured in

real time. These two kinds of energy are respectively:

∫

Ei,.p," - ∫(pxdx I pehe) ･ dt　　　(9a)

O

∫

Ed,ssipaed - ∫(- pxuir - peuLo) ･dt　　(9b)

0

The energy, Econ.,,,ned , used up within the model on the shaking

table is then obtained as:
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Figure 7 Innux, efnuxand consumption of energy

Econsumed - Einput - Ed,Iss,Pa,ed　　(9C)

Figure 7A shows the variations of these energleS With time

where the interaction effects　are Ignored,and thus, the

cumulative loss of energy through friction ends up to be the

same amount as the energy influxl 0n the other hand, Figure 7b,

in which soil-structure interaction efrTects are incorporated,

shows that a part of innux energy dissipates awayand just the

remainder is used up through&iction.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A new method f♭r a model experiment on a shaking table has

been presented. The present method allows us to simulate soil-

structure interaction e飽cts in real time on shaking tables. The

conclusions of this study are summarized asfollows:

(1) In the present method, soil-structure interaction effects are

simulated by adding appropriate soil-structure interaction

motions to the &ee-field ground motions at the shaking table. It

has been proved in the authors'previous works that the impulse
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response　functions for sway　and rocking motions of a

fToundation resting on or embedded in a soil mediumare closely

approximated by linear combinations of exponentially decaylng

sineand/or cosine functions. Thus eitheranalog circuits or

digital signal processors (DSP) Canbe used to produce soil-

structure interaction motions.

(2) In general, the tranSfer function of a shaking table system

pemits the transmission of signals with舟equencies below a

certain cutoff value with little attenuation. But even below this

limit offrequency, a slgnal is delayed a certain time･ This delay

leads to the virtual increases in both massand damping COnStant

of a soil-foundation system. This error must be compensated by

modifying the signals corresponding to soil-structure interaction

motions.

(3) In order to provide a proper perspective on仇e useRllness of

the present method, a simple experiment was conducted on a

shaking table. A steel block was put on a shaking table that

virtually represents the sway motion of a rigid circular mat

foundation on a semi-infinite half space of soil.Animpulsive

displacement was then glVen tO the shaking table asanlnPut

Bee-field motion,and both the displacement of shaking table

and the distance that the block slipped were measured.

Inco叩Oration of血e soil-structure interaction led to slight

increase in the duration of the base motion and noticeable

decrease of the distance that the block slipped.
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